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The direct methods developed at the Institute of Crystallography and at
Gorkii University have proved exceptionally powerful in solving the structures
of the three minerals named in the heading; we give a detailed exposition of the
solution with illustrations of the use of Harker-Kasper inequalities and of statis-
tical analysis by Zachariasen's methods.

Herderite CaBeP04F [1-3] is of special interest because it contains beryl-
lium (15.3 wt. % BeO. as against 140/0BeO in beryl). Strunz [4] has supposed that
herderite has a structure very like that of datolite CaBSi04(0H), which Ito and
Mori have examined [5] by the (half) heavy-atom method; the two should form
a good example of how ions of equal size but different valency, having the
same sum of all valencies for the groups (pairs), may replace one another to
give the same structure:

CaDSi04 (OH)

CaDeP04F.

Gadolinite contains also Fe ..: datolite is CazBz(OH)zSizOs, while gadolinite is

Fe" YzBezOzSizOs.

The heredite crystal (from the Mineralogical Museum, Academy of Sciences of the USSR)had a largest
dimension of about 1 mm; it had no faces, so the axes were found from Laue patterns by the Umanskii-Kvitki method
[6]. The rotation patterns were used to confirm Strunz's parameters a = 9.80A, b= 7.68 A, c = 4.80 A, B =
: 90.06' , a: b: c = 1.276 :.1: 0.625 and the space group C~h =P21/ a. This group is one of the commonest for
organic and inorganic substances, and is convenient in that it contains a center of symmetry. The density
(3.00 g/cm3) and volume of the cell show that the cell contains four CaBeP04F units (molecules). The four pairs
of centers of symmetry (duplicated positions without parameters) are the only points in the cell that are not in
general positions with three parameters.

The x-ray patterns included three rotation photographs and Weissenberg photographs of the equatorial layer
lines rotated about !.. !!. and .£. and of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th layer lines rotated about.£.. The Mo-radiation
produced many reflections. which are of value when direct methods of either kind are used.

Mamedov has used Harker-Kasper inequalities with Zachariasen's statistical methods to determine the signs
of the reflections from the oscillation photograph for one layer line only in the case of 6CaSiOs. HzO: Ca6[S~017:XOH)z
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(monoclinic) [7]. Rumanova [8] has d~v~lop~d similar m~thods for us~ with ~pidot~ (monoclinic). Th~s~

me'thods have been much simplified to give the signs of the amplitud~ for herderite.

The xy proj~ction corresponds to the shortest r~peat period (4.8 A). The ~ oscillation photograph had 167
independent hkO reflections not equal to 0, whose intensities were estimated from the blackening [9]. The am-
plitudes were referred to the absolute scale (as is needed if the Harker- Kasper inequalities are to b~ used by Wil-

son's [11] and Vainshtein's [12, 13] methods. Both methods consider only the squares of the amplitudes and need
no preliminary model. Wilson's method is statistical and demands reflection derived from the whole volume of
the reciprocal lattice. We followed Mamedov in using only hkO reflection, which is equivalent (see [14D to as-
suming that the mean intensities are the same for alllay~rs. The reflections, including the zero f11kO' were
related to the sin&/A values by division into intervals 0.1-0.2, 0.2-0.3, 0.3-0.4, etc., i.~., into concentric rings
with (sin .s-/>- - sin.&z/A) =0.1 in the equatorial sectll;m of the reciprocal lattice. All the refle~ions within a
ring were used to find the m~ans Ftko and the sums of the squares of the mean atomic factors

fit
I from

F~ko:~n :;=: K2 exp (- 2B sin2 &/)..2),
t

where K is the factor for passing from the experimental amplitude to th~ absolute ones. The curves log r.f ill
I Ftko vs sinl.&/~ ga'{e K' as 184, Le.. K = 13.6, for B= 0.58. We also used only the hkO reflections in Vain-
shtein's method:

~ ~IFhkOI2 = ~g~,
i

where S = (ab) is the area of that face of the cell. We must be given B and must allow for overlap between atoms
in order to find K from this formula. Vainshtein's table [13] shows that Bdoes not exceed one for herderite. We
may expect that overlap is improbal?le along the very short axis c =4.8 A;because the mean intensities of layer
lines 0-4 are almost equal, the Vain.~htein's formula has g'i =0.38' ZI.S7with B =1 without allowance for overlap.

The calculated g' and r.\ Fhkllil gave KI = 194, i.e., that K = 13.9. The values agree well enough for us
to assume that no exceptional errors are present.

The next step is to find the absolute unit structure amplitudes from

IUhkO! = IFhko \ :~/i,
t

where f i is the atomic factor of the i-th atom. These \ Uhkol included 15 with values> 0.5, so in establishing
the signs we could use the simplest inequality:

(1)

which gives the'result quickly when I Uzh, zk. II Iand I Uhkll are both larger than 0.5. But the only reflection
foundat once to have a positive sign was 24.0.0 (U"'.o.o=0.65 and Un.o.o =0.50).

To find the signs of the other hkO reflections, we used the basic inequalities

(U 1I + UK)2< (1 + UlI+K)(1 + U lI-K) ,

(Ull + UK)2< (1- UlIHc) (I - UlI-K) ,

(2)
(3)

where H represents (hkl ), etc.

We pick out amplitudes with Iul ~ 0.45 and use a simplified reciprocal grid to select many IUhko
lets for which (2) and (3) give the sign relations SH:I: K = SHx SK' where S is the sign of an amplitude.

I trip-
Let
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us consider some particular examples of the use of (2) and (3). In the list of unit amplitudes we find:

IU 8'0 I= 0.64; IU 10.3.0 I ""
0.66; IU 16.1.01= 0.63; IU

470
I= 0.49.

The corresponding inequalities are

(TIe.o + U10.3.0)' (1 + U16.1.O). (1 + Ui;70),
(U 8«0 - U10.a.o)' (1 - U16.1.0). (1- U'&70).

(2')
(3')

The four possible values of the RH5 for the four meaningful combinations of the signs to Ul6.1.o andl1i70 are

(1 + 0.03) . (1 + 0.49) = 2.43
(1 + 0.63) . (1 - 0.49) = 0.83
(1- 0.63) . (1 + 0.49) = 0.55
(1- 0.63) . (1 - 0.49)= 0.19.

The signs of the two items on the left must be either the same or different. If 5640 ::: 510:3.0' the LH5 in (2 ')

is (0.64 + 0.66)2 ::: 1.69. The inequality is satisfied if the RH5 is 2.43. For this to be so we must have S16.1.0 :::

::: S4'7o'" +, i.e., we must have both positive. If S640::: -S10.1:0' we see from (3') that the LH5 is still 1.69, but
that on the RHS the signs of the 16.1.0 and 470 reflections must both be minus, i.e., that S16.1.0 :::S470 =-.
We cannot say which of these two contrary results is correct, since we do not know whether 5640and S10.3.0 have
the same sign or different signs, though both give the consistent result

S 16 1 0 = S_ = S840.S -.. . 470 10.3.0

Le. 16.1.0 and of 470 have the same sign, which is the product of the signs of 640 and 10.3.0. This expresses the
fact that 16.1.0 and 470have the same sign if 640 and 10.3.0 also have the same sign.

Consider a case in which the three amplitudes are large (:!! 0.5) and the fourth is nearly zero:

IU1UO 1= 0.67; IU~oo1= 0.51; IU 22.3.0 1= 0.57; IU880 I= 0.07.

Again we have

(U
14.3.0 + U 800)' (1 + U22.3.0). (1 + U 880),

(U 14.3.0 - U 800)2 (1 - U 22.3.0) . (1 - U 880)'

(2")
(3")

The four possible values for the RHS are

(1 + 0.57) . (1 + 0.07) = 1.68
(1 + 0.57). (1- 0.07)= 1.46
(1- 0.57) . (1 + 0.07) = 0.46
(1 - 0.57) . (1- 0.07) = 0.40.

The maximum value for the LHS is (0.67 + 0.51)2/::: 1.39.

Again we suppose that SI4.3.0::: Saoo. Then (2") is satisfied if the RHSis 1.68, Le., if' 522.3.0:::S630::: + (a).
But it is satisfied also if the RHS is 1.46, which is possible if S22.3.0::: +, 5630 ::: -(b).

If we compare (a) and (b), we see that the sign of 630 stays undefined. If now we suppose that S14.3.0 '"
:::-Saoo. (3") then gives us that S22.3.0:::S630::: -, when the RHS is 1.681and that S22.3.0::: -, S630:::+, when the

RHS is 1.46; i.e.. S630is still undefined. Thus, we conclude that 522.S.0:::S14.3.0 X S800' and that we can draw

no conclusion about the sign of 630.

Interesting examples occur when the signs of two of the reflections are related symmetrically. Thus we have

IU840 I= 0.64: I U 640 1= 0.64; I Uu.o.o1= 0.50; IU0801= 0.39.
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(10.11.0) 22.3.0 16.7.0X640 5.13.0 5.10.0X10.3.0
(410) 16.7.0 10.3.0X640 20.0.0 800 X 12.0.0
(810) 20.7.0 14.3.0X640 22.3.0 800 X 14.3.0
(550) 17.13.0 H.9.0X640 (10.fO.0) 18.4.0 470X14.3.0
(640) 18.4.0 12.0.0x640 (620) 6.10.0 640 X060
(580) 7.16.0 1.12.0X640 (12.6.0) 12.6.0 12.0.0X060

(m.5.0) 22.3.0 16.f.Ox640 10.3.0 10.3.0x060
(470) 16.1.0 10.3.0X640 5.16.0 5.fO.OX060
(080) 12.0.0 640 X 640 5.16.0 640 X 1.12.0

(12.8.0) 24.0.0 18.4.0X640 IT.12.0 12.0.0X 1.12.0
18.4.0 12.8.0x640 (230) 10.11.0 640X470

(0.14.0) 12.6.0 6.10.0x640 (870) 16.7.0 12.0.0X470
(1.14.0) 11.6.0 5.10.0x640 10.3.0 640 X 470

5.16.0 1.12.0X640 800 470x470
(570) 15.13.0 10.3.0X5.10.0 13.11.0 10.3.0x380

(17.5.0) 5.13.0 11.9.0x640 (4.13.0) 16.7.0 10.3.0X6.10.0
(11.11.0) 17.5.0 14.3.0X380 1.14.0 640X7.10.0
(IT. 11.0) 21. 9 .0 16.1.0X5.10.0 (240) 14.4.0 800 X 640

7.16.0 470XH.9.0 (6.10.0) 18.2.0 12.6.0X640
(230) 22.3.0 12.0.0X10.3.0 21.9.0 15.5.0X640
(460) 24.0.0 14.3.0xfO.3.0 15.5.0 640X990
(060) 20.0.0 10.3.0x 10.3.0 19.2.0 15.5.0x470

(H.4.0) 6.10.0 470x 10.3.0

The symmetry of group P21/ a implies that the signs of amplitudes related by the mirror plane mus;; be
the same when h + k = 2n. Le.. that S640. SGiiJ= + 1. We use (2) directly. This is satisfied when the LHS is
1.64 and the RH5 is 2.08, whereupon 5oso = S12.0.0 = +.i.e., both signs are plus. It would be contrary to thesym-
metry of the group to suppose that 640 and 640 have different signs. Thus,

Now for h + k =2n + 1 the symmetry of P2/ a demands that hkO and hkOhave different signs. i.e. that
reflections from planes related by the mirror plane should have different signs (and hence equal moduli). For
example. I U10.S.0 I =0.66; IU10.1.0I =0.66; I Uzo.o.o I =0.44: I U060 I =0.45. Then we have 510.8.0 = -510.S.0,

But (3) is satisfied if the LHS is 1.74 and the RH5 is 2.09. Le.. if

820.0.0 = 80GO= -.

The symmetry of the group prevents 10.3.0 and 10.3.0 from having the same sign. These relations bet-
ween the signs, dependent on thesymmetry. are of great assistance in finding the signs. It is clear that some in-
equalities give us either only the relations betWeen the signs of tWo reflections or (if both indices are even) that
the sign is plus. The relations implied by the symmetry can give also a minus sign (again, only for reflections
whose two indices are even).

These useful ways of finding the sign relations can be to a large extent mechanized with the graphs given
in [15]. In all we found 45 confirmations of the sign relations 5H:I: K = SH .SK for the following sets of three:

If the signs SH and 5K are denoted by different letters in these relations, the sign of SH:I: K is the product
of those letters. The inequalities enabled us to express many of the letters (whose number initially was rather
large) in terms of products of tWo letters; ultimately there remained only l!. 11. and ab. Thus, we compiled a ref-
erence group from the 56 reflections (330/0)which had signs. The sign of any amplitude having both indices
even could be found directly. The simplest case was that of 24.0.0.: the signs of 18 other reflections of this
type were deduced in a more complicated way. All amplitudes having h = 2m, k = 2n + 1 had Bigns denoted

by A. whereas those having h = 2m, k = 2n had ones denoted by ab, and those having h =2m+ I, k = 20 + I, had
ones of b.
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Fig. 1. The xy projection of the electron-density contours for
herderite.

In a primitive lattice we may [8] assign arbitrarily three signs for the tlnee-dimensional case. or two for
a projection, subject to the condition that these signs are given to reflections falling in different groups. Wehave
only two letters. so we may make them both plus.

The signs of the 56 reference reflections were checked by Zachariasen's method [16], and were used to find
the signs of the other FttkOby purely statistical methods. This process was successful for 84 amplitudes, i.e.. of
the 167 signs we established 140 with a"probability"(ratio of number of pairs implying that sign to the total number
of pairs) not less than 7f11/o.The number of defining pairs per FhkOwas 20-24.

The electron-density pattern constructred from the 140 (of the 167) Fttkogave a well-resolved picture with
large peaks. which we naturally equated to Ca atoms; the next most important peak fell at the centers of alter-
nating squares and triangles formed by the less obvious peaks. The distances between the ~toms. corresponding
to these peaks were such as to indicate that the squares were projections of the P04 tetrahedra, and that the triangles
were projections of Be04 tetrahedra standing on their bases; the central Be atom is covered by the fourth 0 (of F).
The xy projection of the electron density agrees well with the corresponding Patterson diagram. which we con-
structed intially. but which gave no useful resultJI. The divergence coefficient (R) at this stage was 24%. and only
two of the Fhko calculated from the atomic coordinates had signs. the reverse of those given by the direct method.
A second xy projection. which included the remaining 27 Fhko(with calculated signs), gave R = 14.90/0without
the zero reflections,and 20.4% with them (for all Fttko up to sJ.n.&/>.. =1.1). Pig. 1 shows this second projection; Fig. 2
compares the calculated and experimental structure amplitudes. The experimental values were numberd in ac-
cordance with the condition I:Fo = I:FT .which showed that the previous deduction of the absolute values was in
error by not more than about 5%. i.e.. could not interfere with the inequalities.

The ~ coordinates were deduced from the xz projection, which also checked the! and 1 The oscUlation
photograph on ~ for the equatorial layer had 116 non..zero hOl, all with h = 2n on account of the glide plane,
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109 105X 004 1200 903 X 303
404 400 X004 (309) 903 606 X 303

(604 ) 604 600 X 004 602 301 X 303
(903) 905 901 X 004 409 400 X009

305 301 X004 (006) 600 303 X 303
(301) 309 305 X004 (OOS) 602 305 X303
(602) 606 602 X004 301 004 X303

703 70[ X004 (202) 10.02 602 X 400
(303) 309 303 X006 (204) 10.04 604 X400
(606) 606 600 X006 903 503 X400
(608) 604 602X006 905 505 X 400

705 701 X 006 701 301 X400
404 402 X006 (105) 705 305 X 400

(309) 303 303 X006 (206) 10.02 602 X404
(506)5.0.12 503 X009 703 301 X404
(304) 3.0.14 305 X 009 (109) 701 305 X 404
(505) 705 105X 600 705 301 X 404

208 303 X 105 (004) 12.04 604 X 600
305 400 X 105 (303) 903 303 X 600
404 301 X 105 (305) 905 305 X 600
602 503 X 105 (901) 303 301 X602

(507) 703 602 X 105 (1200) 004 602 X 602
(301) 905 602 X 303 (307) 903 305 X 602

703 400 X 303 503 105x602
(305) . 901 602 X 303 (602) 6.0.10 006 X 604

12.0.4 503 X 701 (907) 303 305 X 602
404 301 X 703 12.0.4 505 X 707

(406) 10.04 301><705 309 009 X 300
901 004 X 903 12.0.4 602x606

/301) 90S 303 X 602 12.0.0 505 X 705

TABLE 1

Atomic Coordinates for Herderite, Datolite, and Gadolinite (as hundredths of the ~.E,
and .£ axes). Datol1te I gives the Japanese Results; Datol1te ITGives our Data

Herderite Datolite I Datollte n Gadinolite
Atoms

I I I I I
I I

:x: y z :x: tJ z :x: y z :x: tJ

Ca-Y 33.0 11.3 99.5 33.8 10.3 99.0 33.9 10.8 99.0 32.7 10.8
P-Si 7.9 26.9 47.5 8.3 26.5 47.5 8.6 26.2 47.1 7.7 28.3
Be-B 33.3 40.8 55.8 34.0 40.0 60.0 34.0 41.0 57.6 33.4 40.5

01 4.1 39.7 25.0 4.0' 39.5 25.0 4.0 39.5 24.2 2.1 39.6

all 45.6 27.8 65.0 46.0 30.0 69.0 46.0 30.4 67.1 44.4 28.2

°III 19.5 34.3 67.3 21.0 33.0 70.0 21.0 32.7 67.6 20.1 33.4

°IV 14.1 11.1 33.3 14.0 8.5 32.0 14.2 9.2 32.0 15.7 10.7
F-OH 33.0 41.7 20.9 33.5 41.5 27.5 33.6 41.5 25.8 33.5 40.5

Fe" - - - - - - - - - 0 0

which halves the ~ axis. The!! values for all reflections have been divided by 2 to conform to the smaller cell.
The signs were again found by using the inequal1t1es and statistical methods. There were 21 reflections with

I Uholl ~ 0.5, so conditions were even more favorable; we were able to show that the relation SH:I: 1<= SH' SK
was correct for the following 60 sets of ampl1tudes:

But here the result was to leave three letters instead of two (a, b, and C) and the products ab, ac, bc, and
abc. Many (14) of the amplitudes with both indices even were shown to be positive, but about half of this type
were represented by the letter E,. The xy projection enabled us to choose between b = + and b = - because it
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~-~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~-~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-FI1KO- Experimental
FhKO- Calculated

Fig. 2. Agreement between the calculated and experimental I Fhko I for
herderite.

had good R (20.40/0). The sign of the common reflection 800 was negative in that projection, whereas in the xz
one the sign of 800 (400) was!:. Hence b =-., and the other signs are defined by~, ~. and ac. If we had solved
the xz projection independently. we could have chosen ~ and ~ arbitrarily (e.g. could have made them plus), but

we can choose only three signs arbitrarily [8J, and two had been used up in the xy projection; so if we were to
put a =c = +, we had to ensure that this agreed with the first projection, as in the case of!:. The appropriate
reflection for ~ and ~ is 300 (600), which has a plus sign in xy, and here has the sign ac; hence ~ and ~ must have
the same sign. We put a =c =+ and took lO,hOO amplitudes whose signs had been defined in xy, and thereby

· This could be expected a priori, since in any other case all the signs of the h = 2m. k =2n group would be plus.
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Fig. 3. Agreement between the calculated and experimental I Fhozl for
herderite.

obtained a reference group of 61 reflections. Statistical methods with numbers of defining pairs up to 16 gave the
rest of the signs. The mode was as before; the probability was 1000/0for the minimum number of pairs (3),and
was not less than 700/0when the number was large. There were 26 signs left in xz, which were not given by the
first projection; these were calculated. The convergence coefficient for the repeated xz projection was 14.30,'0
without the experimental zero reflections, or 19. 70,'0with the 60 zero reflections, again for all Fho'l up to s in.&fA=1.1.

Figure 3 shows how well the theoretical and experimental IFhozl agree.

The xz projection (Fig. 4) shows few peaks; but they are sharp, being the Be atoms we took to be covered
by O(F) in the xy projection.

Again, we checked the coordinates from the oscillation photograph on ! (9.80 A) for the zero layer which
had 67 nonzero reflections. The y and! coordinates from the xy and xz projections were used to calculated the
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Fig. 4. The xz electron-density contours in projection for herd-
erite.

Fokl .which were compared with the eXDerlmental values. Here R =17.40/0 for the 67 nonzero reflections and
190/0for 83 reflections with 16 zeros up to fJ./'A =0.85

Table 1 gives the coordinates derived from the xy and xz projections. The atoms all lie in fourfold posi-
tion, i.e. there are 24 independent parameters for the-eight atoms in a formula unit~

We used Vainshtein's [J)ethod [13] to calculate the probable error in the coordinates by using the theoretical
and experimental Fhkl i the value for Ca was 0.004 A: for P, 0.006 A: for Be,0.033 A: for 0, 0.015 A; and for F,
0.013 A. As usual, these errors are determined by the errors made in estimating the intensities, and are increased
by the errors introduced by interpolation.

Figure 5 shows that herderite contains infinite pseudo tetragonal nets,consisting of PO" and BeOaF tetrahedra,
which species have different orientations,' The nets consist of centrosymmetric rings made up from the two species
of tetrahedron, which rings alternate with closed centrosymmetric octagons made up from the same two species.
This pattern occurs in feldspar and in other closely allied aluminosilicates [17]. In Fig. 5 the atoms are given their

! coordinates as hundredths of .£i we see that the structure has two layers. Figure 6 shows the two layers separately
as Pauling's polyhedra. The lower layer is made of slightly distorted cubes (Ca), which are typical of Ca in gar-
net, or of Cu in CuAlz [18]. The upper layer is a pseudotetragonal network of P04 tetrahedra (with one orientation)
and of BeOsF tetrahedra (with another).

Table 2 gives the interatomic distance. The P - °
distancesdo not fall outsidethe range 1.51-1.57 A,

while the 0:'"
°

edges in the P04 tetrahedron range from 2.43 to 2.56 A. Other distances are%Be-
° =1.55-1.67 A

and Be- F =1.67 A,with 0- O(F) = 2.52 -2.73 A. The eight distances Ca -0 =2.40 -2.70 A, most of them being
close to the lower figure. The P04 tetrahedra are much smaller than Si04 ones, but the BeOsF tetrahedra are al-
most the same size as Si04 ones.

TTj; ! coordinates have been reduced by 0.50a: relative to those found by assigning the signs arbitrarily, which

has been allowed for in the xy projection (Fig. 4), and in calculating the theoretical F. The origin has been
moved in order to facilitate comparing our results with Ito's. This displacement is used in all following illustra-
tions.
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Q J2.7
fIJ-I,DIJ , 86.7

75 ...J:rii.i 6i

OP GCD. 08e Oa 8F P-O -88-0

Fig. 5. The xy projection of the structure of herderite. The num-
bers are the atomic coordinates in hundredths of the axis c =4.80 A.

TABLE 2

Atomic Distances in Herderite (A)

Tetrahedron PolydedronTetrahedron

P-OI
P - O~~

P - 0UI

P - 0IV

01- 0;;

01- 0UI
01- 0IV

Oij - Om
0;;- 0IV

0111- 0rv

1.51
1.52

1.57
1.51

2.49

2.56
2.43

2.51

2.53
2.46

Be- On
Be- Om
Be- O;V
Be-F

On - Om
On - O;V
0u -- F
0m- O;V
°m-F
0IV- F

1.64

1.55

1.67
1.67

2.52

2.73
2.68

2.62

2.64
2.67

Ca- 0;
Ca- O~
Ca- On
Ca- 0ni
Ca- O~u
Ca- 0IV
Ca-F
Ca- F "'.

2.40

2.40

2.44
2.61

2.70

2.44
2.71
2.58

.. Atoms related to the corresponding basic ones by the symmetry
elements of the group.

Atoms in adjacent cells.

Table 3 gives the sums of the valences compiled in accordance with Pauling's second rule for the common
o-corners of the polyhedra. The balances are not satisfiedexactiy for 01 and Om. but the lack of 1/4 at 01 and
the same excess at Om account for only 12.50/0of the oxygen valences.
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Cation

Ca
I

Be
I

p

2.1/4 - 1.5/4
1.1/4 1.112 1.5/4
2.1/4 1.1/2 1.5/4
1.1/4 1.1/2 1.512
2.1/4 1.1/2 -

Check

b

Fig. 6. The structure of herderite in coordination polyhedra. a) Layer of twisted cubes
with Ca atoms; b) second stage with grid of P04 tetrahedra (in projection, as squares)
and of BeOsF tetrahedra (in projection, as triangles).

TABLE 3

Valence Balance for Herderite

Sum of
valences

Anion

--.-

7/4=2-1/4

2
9.'4 = 2 + 1/4

2
1

9.0

The structure of datolite CaBSi04(OH) (a = 9.62, b = 7.60, c = 4.84 A; 8 = 90.: same spa~e group) has been
given by Ito and Mori. They used the xy Patterson projection to find the ~ and y coordinates of the Ca and Si
atoms, from which they calculated the signs of the Fhko. They used the 30 strongest Fhko to construct the xy pro-
jection of the electron density. which revealed, in addition to the known Ca and Si, three peaks due to

°
atoms,

which confirmed 55 signs as reliable; then a second synthesis was made, and then from 95 FhkO' a third. The re-
sulting coordinates were taken as final. The! coordinates were deduced from the chemical crystallography of
the substance and were refined from a Fourier projection of the xy plane; the! coordinate of the B atom, which
overlaps OH, was found from a section taken along [001].

The structure shows certain differences from that of herderlte, especially in relation to the coordinates of
the Ca atom (Table 1). In datolite the y for Ca is 10.3, whereas in herderite it is 11.3; the! for B is 60, where-
as the one for the analogous Be in herderite is 55.8; the! values for Oil and Om are 69 and 70 and 65 and 67.3,
respectively. In datolite OH has z =27.5, whereas in herderlte F hasz =20.9. We have revised the coordinates
of datolite by determining the structure afresh by the direct methods presented above.

For the xy projection we had 158 nonzero FhkO(Mo radiation), as against 95 in the Japanese work. Wilson's

method gave K = 13.3, and all the amplitudes were transferred to the absolute scale with B =0.5 and were cal-
culated to I Uhkol form; then they included 12 which were greater than 0.5. Then (2) and (3) were used to con-
firm that SH i K = SH' SK was true for the sets listed below, which were selected from those with IUhko I 2!=0.40.
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22.4.0
20.7.0
16.0.0
24.0.0
14.3.0
12.6.0

10.10.0
6.10.0

(12.6.0) 12.6.0
6.10.0

(230) 22.3.0
(16.1.0) 470

6.10.0
10.3.0
22.3 .0

640
(620) 6.10.0
(080) 12.0.0
(870) 20.1.0

(2.11.0) 10.3.0
(0.14.0) 12.6.0

640
(to.4.0) 22.4.0
(12.7.0) 20.7.0

(810) 20.7.0
10.10.0
24.0.0
22.3-:0

14.3.0X810
12.6.0X810

810X810
16.1.0X810

640X810
470 X 810

2.11.0x810
i.11.0x810

060x12.0.0
6.10.0X 12.0.0
12.0.0X 10.3.0

640X10.3.0
470X10.3.0
060X10.3.0

12.6.0xtO.3.0
470X10.3.0
060 X 640
640 X 640

14.3.0X640
470 X 640

6.tO.OX640
640X12.0.0
640X16.0.0
470X16.0.0
640X14.3.0

6.10.0X 16.0.0
8tOx16.1.0
640X16.1.0

24.0.0
14.3.0

(18.4.0) 10.10.0
(16.7.0) 4.13.0

(16.10.0) 16.10.0
1.17.0
1.12.0

11.12.0
(580) 15.12.0

7.13.0
15.5.0
1.12.0

(21.9.0) L 15.0
990

6.10.0
[(16.1,.0) 470

640
16.1.0
24.0.0

(620) 18.10.0
(460) 12.8.0

580
10.10.0

(410) 4.13.0
(16.6.0) 6.16.0

(290) 14.11.0
(800) 0.14.0

10.3.0X14.3.0
060x14.3.0
470X14.3.0

1O.3.0X6.10.0
16.0.0XO.10.0
'7.13.0X640
7.13.0X810>
6.10.0X52Qo

10.10.0X52()
2.11.0x52()
10.3.0X520
6.10. Ox 520

11.12.0x10.3.0
470x520

12.6.0x640
10.3.0x640
12.0.0x640

470x12.6.0
12.6.0x 12.6.0
12.6.0X640

810X470
060 X 52()

6.10.0X400
470X060

16.0.0X060
8.1.0X6.10.0

470x470

The signs of all those amplitudes whose two indices are positive were determined directly; those with h =
2m + I, k = 2n were denoted by ~. those with h = 2m, k = 2n + 1 by ~, and those with both odd, by ac. Both letM
ters were assumed to be plus. The inequalities gave the signs of 47 reflections, which gave us a reference group
from which to find the other IiIko by statistical methodsr this gave us the signs of a further 90 reflections. The
probabilities were as before with numbers of defining pairs up to 20. The 137 IiIko were used to construct the xy
projection of the electron density. The signs of all the IiIko were calculated from the coordinates given by this
projection; in seven cases the signs were reversed. The new xy projection (from all 158 amplitudes) gave the
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Fig. 7. The xy electron"density projection for gadolinite.
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503 800 X303 509 500 X 009
(301) 307 004 X 303 {S09) 809 800 X009
(204) 4010 004 X 303 {(07) 6.0.11 602 X 009

707 404 X303 {707) 907 800 X 107
(301) 907 604 X 303 (604) 4010 503 X 107
(602) 1204 901 X 303 (705) 509 602 X 107
(306) 3012 009 X 303 (703) 5011 604 X 107
(901) 905 602X303 (602) 0.0.12 305 X307

(11.0.1) 507 804 X 303 (3.0.11) 303 004 X 307
(11.0.3) 509 806 X 303 12.0.4 800 X404

208 505 X303 (1006) 202 602x404
(10.1.1) 505 208 X 303 903 507 X 404

602 305 X 303 (1.0.10) 11.0.4 503 X 607
(2.0.10) 804 507 X303 (11.0.1) 107 503 X 604

(206) 800 503 X 303 (008) 12.0.0 604 X 604
1200 903 X 303 (12.0.0) 004 602 X602
6011 607 X 004 (103) 1.0.11 107 X 004

(901) 907 903 X004 (507) 707 107 X 600
(12.0.4) 12.0.4 12.0.0x004 (303) 903 303 X 600

(501) 507 503 X004 (307) 907 307 X 600
509 505 X004 11.0.5 505 X 600

{503) 5.0.11 507 X004 0.0.12 009 X 003
804 800 X004 (109) TI05 507 X 602

(905) 903 901 X004 (301) 905 303 X 602
602 602 X004 (600) 006 303 X 303

(3.0.11) 303 307 X 004 406 103X303
(606) 602 602x004 0.0.12 309 X 303

901 903 X 004 6011 308 X303
6.0.11 602 X009 (12.0.2) 608 905 X 303
2.0.11 202 X 009 {604) 12.0.2 901 X 303

(607) 6.0.11 602 X009 10.0.6 10.0.2X004

final ~ and 1- coord inates. The divergence coefficient (neglecting zeros) was 17.90/0. The zeros up to sin &/). =
=1.1 raised R to 22.40/0,

We use the hO l reflection to find the! coordinates. The Weissenberg photograph (on Q) for the zero-layer
line gave 154 nonzero reflections, of which 22 had IUholl exceeding 0.5. The a plane again enabled us to
halve the h. The hOl reflections complied withSH:I: K = SH,SK in the sets. -

Then we found that all the reflections appearing in the inequalities could be expressed in terms of three let-
ters. Amplitudes with h = 2m, k = 2n were either plus or~. The signs of amplitudes with h =2m, k =2n + 1 were

~ and bc. Also, those with h = 2m + 1, k = 2n had signs of ac or abc. If both indices were odd, the signs were!
and ab.

We used the known and checked signs for the hkO reflections (for which R was small) to find the absolute
sign of ~ (=-), i.e., that sign which does not depend on the choice of origin, since this letter defines the sign of

16.0.0 (U16.o.o), which is known to be minus from the xy projection. Thus, the signs of the amplitudes with h =2m,
k = 2n were found to be both plus and minus, while the other amplitudes were defined by ~,~ and ac. We checked
that a =c =+ was correct from 10.0.0, which is common to the xy and xz projections (its sign in xy was minus,and

here was abc with b = -1, so a = c); this gave us a reference group of 79 reflections. Zachariasen's method gave

a further 66 signs. The xz electron-density projection was constructed from 145 reflections; here the B peak was
sharper than was the Be peak for herderite, and was also displaced further towards the base of its tetrahedron (rel-
ative to Be), which agrees with the tendency of B to compromise between fourfold and threefold coordination [19].
The signs of three Fhol were changed in the recalculation. A repeat Fourier synthesis (with 154 amplitudes) gave
a more regular relation between the peak heights; some of the peaks were displaced slightly. R for the 154 non-
zero hOl was 12.90/0; or 16.50/0 with the 100 zero ones, again up tosin,9-I~= 1.1.

Table I gives the atomic coordinates derived from the xy and xz projections and also gives Ito and Mori's
results, which differ from ours by up to 0.025 (0.12 in the! coordinates. The two kinds of tetrahedron are much
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more regular: the distances are 5i - 0= 1.5'7, 1.58, 1.63,
1.63 A; all three 8 - 0= 1.48 A (as against 1.45, 1.44,
1.4'7, in Ito's paper): Ca -

°
falls within the limits 2.35-

:-2.66 A. TJ:le different 0- OH distances (2.35, 2.52)
given by Ito are replaced by 2.46 A.B - OH =1.54 A.

The structure of the beryllophosphate (herderite)
is related to that of the borosilicate (datolite) in such a
way that the replacement of 8e2+p5+ by 83+5r«. corres-
ponds to a change from the smaller PO. tetrahedron (edge
about 2.50A) to the larger 5iO. one (edge about 2.61 A),
which change is balanced by the change from the large

8eOsF tetrahedron (edge about 2.64 A) to the smaller
BOs(OH) one (edge about 2.45 A).

The same direct methods were used to solve for the
structure of the not entirelyisostructural rare-earth min-
eral gadolinite. The formula is derived from that of
datolite, Ca80H5iO.,by replacing Ca2+83+ by ys+8ett
and by inserting at the centers of symmetry in the unit
cell (which contains four"datolite"molecules) two extra

Fe" ions (in Fig. '7 the Fe" octahedra are shown with the
Y polyhedra). which insertion is compensated by replacing four OH by 0. The resulting formula is Fe"Ya8ea0zSizO.
with two such molecules in the cell (a = 9.89, b;:: '7,52, c =4.'71 A: B = 90.33'). Itogives no atomic coordinates;
he demonstrates the structural similarities only by comparing in a general way the strengths of ten Debye lines
and certain other lines.

Fig. 8. The xy projection for gadoline in
Pauling's polyhedra. The lower layer has the
Y polyhedra; the Fe octahedra are at the cen-
ters of symmetry 000 and t t o.

Gadolinite is appreciably radioactive, which was checked on our samples: the cause is that thorium replaces
the rare earths isomorphously, which results in the mineral's becoming metam ict (i.e., to a large extent semi-
amorphous),and which made the x-ray patterns of very poor quality. It is possible to analyze the structure, but
the intensities could be estimated only for the hkO reflections (111 nonzero ), which gave 16 with I Uhko I larger
than 0.5. Taking those initial IUhkO I larger than 0.40, we had 28 inequalities, which were strong ones, and which
gave a group of 40 reference signs. The statistical treatment then left only 12 signs undefined. The resulting
electron-density pattern (Fig. '7) was very clear. Table 1 gives the ~ and 1- coordinates. These are fairly accurate
(R =18.2<'/0.neglecting the zero reflections, or 22.9%, taking account of them up to sin &/~ =0.8) and may be used
to examine the differences between gadolinite and datolite, which arise mainly from the extra Fe" ions at the
empty centers of symmetry in the Ca polyhedra in the first layer (Fig. 8). The Ca has also been replaced by
the smaller Y. and the B by the larger Be, of course. Table 1 shows that the two structures differ very much in
the coordinates of 01 . On. 0IV, 5i and Y. The Fe-

°
distances calculated for gadolinite from the data for datol-

ite are Fe" - 0= 1.'79, Fe" - 0IY ;::2.03 and Fe" - 0y =1.'74 A. Except for Fe" - 0IY ;: 2.03 A, the distances

are clearly impossible for silicates (the sum of the ionic radii of Fett and Oa- is 0.80 + 1.32 =2.12 A), and so the
z coordinates must differ considerably between the two structures, the more so since the replacement of Ca2+ by
y3+ (ry ;: 0.9'7 A, rCa = 1.04 A) must reduce the Y - ° distance of gadolinite relative to the Ca - ° distanceof
datolite, whereas the Fe " ions at the centers of the four-rings must push the nearby

°
atoms sufficiently to give

acceptable Fe"-O distances. This appears as the displacement of On and 0IY from the center, which is visible
even in the xy p~ojection. The interatomic distances may be calculated from the coordinates taken from the
projection of gadolinite, but with our! coordinates taken from datolite, which at once gives more reasonable
distances, namely, Fe" - On =1.92, Fe.. - 0IY ;:: 1.98 and Fe" - 0y =2.18 A.

In the structures of herderite and datolite we find grids with strong bonds (P, 5i, 8) alternating with ones
with weak bonds (Ca polyhedra with large distances between cation and anion), whereas in gadolinite the second
grids are stronger because Catt replaces y3+, and also because Fe (which absorbs light strongly) is present. The
result is thatgadolinite is much harder and is optically positive, whereas herderlte and datolite are optically
negative.
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